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New and improved for 2013
First, we’ll highlight the new features in the 2013 release of Microsoft Excel. Later, we’ll talk 
about features that have been retired from the program and summarize the features that 
will be new to you if you skipped the last upgrade or two.

New templates
It seems as if templates have always been a bit of an afterthought—as if someone slapped 
together some generic sheets quickly, after everything else was done. No more. Excel 2013 
has a new interface for templates, as shown in Figure 1-1, and now it offers some of the 
most sophisticated and useful prepackaged workbooks you’ve ever seen. They succeed in 
banishing the typical wall of numbers from your desktop, while delivering a lot of useful, 
well-thought-out functionality. These templates are useful, and what’s more, you can learn 
from them. For more information, see “Creating workbooks” in Chapter 2, “Exploring Excel 
fundamentals.”

Figure 1-1 The New command on the File tab reveals a wealth of sophisticated templates. 
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Quick analysis
If you select more than one nonempty cell, the new Quick Analysis tool appears at the 
lower right corner of the selected range. Clicking it displays a context-sensitive toolbar con-
taining tabs and controls applicable to the contents of the selected cells. As you move the 
pointer over icons on the Quick Analysis toolbar, as shown in Figure 1-2, a live preview is 
applied to the selected data on the worksheet. Just click the icon to make it stick. For more 
information, see “Using the Quick Analysis tool” in Chapter 2.

Figure 1-2 Select a range and click the Quick Analysis button to display sets of applicable tools.

Flash Fill
Microsoft describes Flash Fill as a “data assistant that finishes your work for you.” Perhaps 
it’s more like “finishing your sentences for you,” but as it turns out, Flash Fill is an impres-
sive feature that might better be described as a live concatenation function. As you type 
data into cells, Excel compares it to data in adjacent cells, and if a pattern is detected, Flash 
Fill offers a solution, such as the list of full names in column H, shown in Figure 1-3. For 
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more information, see “Automatic parsing and concatenation using Flash Fill” in Chapter 8, 
“Worksheet editing techniques.”

Figure 1-3 Typing one full name into cell H2 was all the information Flash Fill needed to 
correctly guess the desired results, which were suggested after only one letter was typed into 
cell H3.

Recommended charts
Like Flash Fill, the Recommended Charts button on the Insert tab is another brainy feature 
that attempts to figure out what you’re after and limits your choices accordingly, rather 
than presenting you with every available option. When the active cell is in a table, clicking 
the Recommended Charts button displays the Insert Chart dialog box, as shown in Figure 
1-4, which now opens to a special tab containing thumbnails of your data displayed in 
Excel’s selected chart types. If you still need more options, the All Charts tab is just a click 
away. For more information, see “Creating a new chart” in Chapter 19, “Designing charts.”
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Figure 1-4 Recommended Charts analyzes your data and suggests a few appropriate charts. 

New chart-formatting controls
After you create a chart, it is now easier than ever to modify it. The Chart Elements and 
Chart Styles buttons appear to the right of a chart when it is selected, offering instant chart-
formatting gratification, as shown in Figure 1-5. Click options to add or remove  elements in 
the chart, or change the chart’s styles and colors. For more information, see “Adding, edit-
ing, and removing a chart title” in Chapter 19.

Figure 1-5 The Chart Elements and Chart Styles buttons appear whenever a chart is selected.
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Timeline
You might call the new Timeline feature a date slicer. If your data includes dates, as in Fig-
ure 1-6, you can include a Timeline with your PivotTable or PivotChart that is used to limit 
the displayed data to any date range you want—in days, months, quarters, or years. For 
more information, see ”Creating a Power View report” in Chapter 24, “Using PowerPivot.”

Figure 1-6 You can click any month segment on the Timeline bar to display only that month’s 
data, or drag a handle to include as many months as you want.

Other improvements
Here are more upgrades and enhancements you’ll find in Excel 2013:

 ● Recommended PivotTables Similar to the Recommended Charts feature, Recom-
mended PivotTables analyzes the selected data and offers appropriate suggestions. 
For more information, see Chapter 24.

 ● Table slicers Slicers were introduced in 2010, but they worked only with Pivot-
Tables. The interface has been upgraded for 2013, and you can now use slicers with 
other kinds of data tables as well. For more information, see “Creating a Power View 
report” in Chapter 24.

 ● One workbook, one window, one worksheet New workbooks contain a single 
sheet in 2013, not three. And previously, all open workbooks were enclosed within a 
single Excel window. Now, each workbook is its own window, making it easier to work 
with multiple workbooks, particularly for multiple-monitor users. For more informa-
tion, see Chapter 7, “How to work a workbook.”

 ● Rich chart data labels Data labels in charts are more customizable in 2013. You 
can create labels with text that updates automatically, you can apply rich formatting, 
and you can display text inside shapes. For more information, see “Adding and posi-
tioning data labels” in Chapter 19.
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 ● Animations As you work in Excel 2013, you’ll notice subtle animations in various 
situations, including updating charts, inserting data, and copying and pasting. For 
example, when you insert a row, the rows below the new row appear to scroll down-
ward. This was formerly referred to as visceral feedback, which is a clue to its true 
value. The animations are not exactly essential, but they help illustrate the changes 
incurred by your actions.

 ● Standalone PivotCharts Now, your Pivot Charts do not need to remain tethered 
to a PivotTable; you can copy and paste them as you wish, without the baggage. For 
more information, see “Creating PivotCharts” in Chapter 23, “Analyzing data with 
 PivotTable reports.”

 ● New functions There are always new functions, and this time, most of them are 
meant to increase compatibility with the Open Document format. 

 ● The Excel Data Model Some of the power from the PowerPivot add-in that was 
introduced in Excel 2010 has now been incorporated into Excel as the Excel Data 
Model, which you can use to address multiple tables of data from within Excel. For 
more information, see Chapter 24.

 ● Power View This new feature leverages the power of the Excel Data Model, which 
you can use to construct elaborate presentation-ready reports that include graph-
ics and data from multiple tables or external data sources. For more information, see 
“Creating a Power View report” in Chapter 24.

Does your ribbon look different?
In this book, we provide instructions based on traditional keyboard and mouse input 
methods . If you’re using Excel on a touch-enabled device, you might be using a sty-
lus or your finger to give commands. If so, substitute a tapping action any time we 
instruct you to click a user interface element . Also note that when we tell you to enter 
information in Excel, you can do so by typing on a keyboard, tapping an on-screen key-
board, or even speaking aloud, depending on your computer setup and your personal 
preferences .
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Retired in 2013
These are features whose services were no longer required this time around:

 ● Save Workspace Because of the new “One workbook, one window” interface, the 
Save Workspace command lost most of its reason to exist.

 ● Window Split box Near the vertical scroll bar, lived a little box you could double-
click to split the worksheet into panes. Although you can do the job using the Split 
button on the View tab, the box was inexplicably removed—perhaps another casualty 
of the “one workbook, one window” interface. 

If you missed the last upgrade
Just in case you leapfrogged a software upgrade and missed the last big Microsoft Office 
release, here is a brief description of a few features that are essentially new to you but were 
introduced in the previous release:

 ● Backstage view The File tab opens what Microsoft calls Backstage view, a single 
location where you find essential controls and information about your documents 
and where most of Excel’s behind-the-scenes options and settings reside. The tra-
ditional File menu commands are here, too—for opening, saving, and creating new 
files; using templates; printing; and sharing information with others. 

 ● Ribbon customization Users of the static ribbon in Excel 2007 will be happy to 
know they can now freely rearrange command groups; change the order and posi-
tion of tabs; remove groups; create custom commands, groups, and tabs; and show 
or hide existing tabs. 

 ● Sparklines Sparklines are tiny charts that fit within a cell and give you a visual sum-
mary alongside your data.

 ● Paste Preview In Excel, you now can preview how copied information will look 
before you paste it. When you copy and then click the Paste menu (on the Home tab 
in the Clipboard group), hovering over the option buttons displays what each one 
will do on the worksheet if and when you actually click it.

 ● Improved picture editing Now when you want to insert a picture in a workbook, 
you can edit it directly in Excel—you no longer need to prepare it in advance using a 
photo-editing program. 

 ● Office Web Apps Providing a familiar Microsoft Office experience when you are 
away from your computer, Office Web Apps allow you to work with Excel, Word, 




